A growing disenchantment with urbanism emerged during the 1980s and 1990s from an improbable source. Unlike the 1950s and 1960s when riots and protests erupted among groups marginalized in urban life, this frustration came from the privileged and primarily white middle class of the United States. In The Geography of Nowhere, James Kunstler documents this disenchantment when he laments the "depressing, brutal, ugly, unhealthy, and spiritually degrading" reality of living in the metropolis.
1
More significantly, Kunstler locates the source of this problem in "the whole destructive, wasteful, toxic agoraphobia-inducing spectacle that politicians call 'growth.' " 2 Underlying this frustration, then, was a backlash against the utopian impulse behind the construction of cities following World War II.
3
After the war, Americans initially cheered the boom in urban growth meant, theoretically, to ameliorate social problems through a dubious equation: bigger is better. The answer to poverty and crime? More growth! The answer to overcrowding and unemployment? More growth! Half a century later many were rather dismayed at what this mandate had wrought. Troubled by skyscrapers towering over pedestrians and blocking out the skies, or freeways consuming vast stretches of landscape and pushing people farther and farther apart, those like Kunstler looked at what urbanism had become in New York City and Los Angeles and wept. They found themselves confronted by "all the terrors of giganticism and discontinuity" of the modern and postmodern metropolis, terrors that left them uncertain how to relate to one another in this environment, much less how to relate to the environment. 4 Lost in this metropolis was the feeling of "connectedness" that had been endorsed by the urbanism before such growth (original emphasis).
5 Because of this comes Kunstler's conclusion: "To me it is a landscape of scary places, the geography of nowhere, that has simply ceased to be a credible human habitat."
Despite the Sturm und Drang of such lamentation, this eulogy for the metropolis did not correspond with blanket disillusionment with utopianism, or the impulse toward perfection in building cities. The indefatigability of Americans' faith in utopianism is among our leading and most endearing traits according to Baudrillard's America. 7 What followed from such lamenting, instead, was what had defined the urbanism of the West during much of the twentieth century: the search for utopian paradigms, only now reconceived toward the local and the nostalgic. Enter neotraditionalism, with flourish and trumpets. At once a cultural commentary on urbanism and an urban commentary on culture, neotraditionalism reimagined the urban environment from the perspective of Small Town America. "Conceived of in opposition to socially alienating, geographically dispersed, and environmentally harmful forms of urban development," neotraditional communities would be geographically small and socially self-contained in terms of housing, work, shopping, and social services. 8 Organized at what Kunstler describes as "the human scale," these communities boasted ample sidewalks for walking and streets "blessedly free of cars," all of which was a repudiation of the geography of nowhere.
9 Implicit in the geographical layout of neotraditionalism were social assumptions, or better yet, social ambitions: that is, the design of this environment endorsed a particular notion of community. The most laudable of these ambitions was the promotion of "a sense of social communitarianism based on local participation, self-governance, authenticity, and the equality of shared residence."
10 Because of this utopian impulse, neotraditionalism was "proclaimed as the solution to America's urban problems, from crime to community disintegration, from pollution to anomie." 11 To those troubled by what the metropolis had become, neotraditionalism promised a return to better times. Thornton Wilder's Our Town-without the irony.
But the irony proves as noteworthy to this representation of Small Town America as it did in Wilder's 1938 play. As James Duncan and David Lambert have demonstrated, not all of the ambitions behind the spatial organization of neotraditionalism were laudable. Considering three manifestations of neotraditionalism-New Bedford, New York; Seaside, Florida; and suburban enclaves in Los Angeles-they show that the communities provided escape not just from the proportions but further from the demography of the metropolis. Evidence emerged of what amounted to a correlation between exclusiveness-evident through the aesthetics of landscape and property ownership-and exclusion of "an increasingly multi-ethnic America." 12 In the suburbs of Los Angeles, the focus of this chapter, they documented "attempts at spatial manipulation" from zoning laws to homeowners' organizations to ordinances restricting access to public spaces, all serving to demarcate limits of admittance and belonging. 13 The "politico-legal suburban separatism of many
